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Summary 

 

The main purpose of the present article is to present and trigger the discussion about the problems 

of regional development in the present times. An attempt for giving a definition of the specific 

features and trends in the regional development is made in this article. A comparative analysis of 

the present status of the regional development sciences is made. Also a methodological assessment 

of the regional development peculiarities was made as well as the inter-disciplinary relationships 

with other sciences have been outlined. The foundations of the regional studies have been 

highlighted and new possible tendencies for the development of this scientific field have been 

drawn. A mention of the different branches of the regional development studies has been made 

while a focus on the problems of the urban development and the surrounding environment was put. 

Also the problems of the separate territorial communities and the processes of regionalization were 

analyzed. Last, but not least the article aims at provoking a discussion on the regional development 

problems and completing the methodology of the regional studies. 
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Introduction 

 

The main purpose of this article is to launch a broad discussion on regional development. The 

author exposes its position caused by ongoing long contradictory ambiguity in use the term 

material- fact that without doubt puts regional development in a not very favorable position into the 

system of fundamental sciences. The reason for this article is the need to introduce the necessary 

scientific focus in training on regional Development and while it can be brought out his features and 

fundamentals in research of space and territory by giving practical regional developments applied 

character.  

In this approach we seek to impose the necessary tools and annals reached us in the practical and 

theoretical preparedness related teaching regional disciplines. In some cases, the system aims to 

reducing and others to increase the gap, but from a theoretical point of view is important to point 

out methodological construction why. On the other hand economic system left to itself in many 

cases not be able to achieve an acceptable balance.  

Therefore the development of policies aimed at even distribution of income between people, groups 

and territories need removal of certain methodological patterns. In this way economic activity in 

Europe is highly concentrated in large cities and agglomerations. Regional policy offers weakening 

of tension major cities by directing part of the economically active population in other areas. 

Pan-European regional policy allows a country to be included in policies that stimulate economic 

activity in the territories of other countries. Resolving territorial issues led to a chain reaction 

accumulating positive effects spreading beyond the borders of individual countries affecting other 

countries.  
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During all stages of development of human society regional science has had its focus and sharpness 

and manifested among most significant science. In practice, however, the man cannot do without 

knowledge of the environment who lives in carrying out their work. So research on the ground or in 

other words the space and territory in purely local and regional context is gradually improving as a 

result of the development of public relations and the achievements of individual socioeconomic 

stages of its development, so develop individual scientific fields.  

In general, regional development has its root in geography, but also geographical science remains 

the same. From other gradually regional development justifies its entirety and while strengthening, 

widening and deepening their interests and abilities. As gradually set itself a complicated task to 

have a functional role by exploring the whole complex of socio-economic and natural processes and 

phenomena, their complex relationships and impact between man and nature, so regional 

development became the basis for the development of projects for economic development countries 

holding and absorption of territories. So long as regional development to base its object the study of 

territory in its different conditions. On the other hand, the problem of interaction of society with 

nature is that it boils down to putting the group questions without clear and crisp response. For 

example, how influence public nature or the nature of society and consequently how regional 

development embedded in these relationships. This raises the question - what plays decisive role in 

the process of interaction, society or nature? In this complex puzzle importance is regional 

development, which is called to answer most of these issues. So from a regional perspective we 

assume that nature should be seen as an integral part of public life. Obviously, in accordance with 

the dialectical logic when it comes to socialization and unity of society and nature must be given the 

role of regional development as a structured system in any nature and society are its components 

and then dependents being considered in particular dependence or commitment. Naturally it 

concluded that regional development is a bridge between nature and society. 

 

Statement 

Existing problems and contradictions in the current situation and public administration of regional 

development are subject to many researchers. Certainly it can be assumed that regional 

development in the XXI is still on watershed development stage, which is gradually disappearing 

descriptive and reinforces the applied nature. In this transition period, especially stands out 

extremely complex and serious problems of regional segmentation development or its complexity 

and entirety. Differences in natural conditions, historical development and cultural traditions in 

different parts of Europe lead to the formation of regions with specificity and uniformity in social 

and economic development. Over time, this problem is exacerbated and increasingly leads to the 

need for intervention to overcome the emerged discrepancies. On the other hand, gradually increase 

technical and social tasks for the development of many important practical problems with a strong 

regional character. In this direction contradictory understanding of the location of regional 

development in the entire system of sciences. Regional development is defined as an 

intermediate science as a kind integrator so called management, and hence the public, and 

natural (natural) block of sciences. This is a great chance for regional development, which gives 

priority in solving complex interdisciplinary problems. 

The question also arises, what are the border and the object of study of regional development. 

Generally they cannot categorically be determined because most science partially covers its object 

of study. To the extent it can be defined as the main object of study of regional development 

environment for social development (oikoumenos) or in other words, our environment and 

economic activity there. To a large extent our environment has its geographical tint, so it is 

necessary to emphasize the connection of regional development with blocks of geographical 
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sciences. This largely corresponds to the fact that the geographical environment incorporates and 

walked around our environment. We can assume that the geographical environment is part of the 

geosphere, which is largely absorbed by humans, and involved in economic activity and material 

basis for the existence of human society. As the main task regional development might set creation 

of science-based forecast for the development of our surroundings (incl. geographical) associated 

with human society and space systems productive forces in an increasingly stronger impact on the 

nature of scientific technical and technological progress. It follows that regional development is a 

science the dynamic spatial systems forming on the ground by interactions between nature and 

society, and regularities and laws for their development and management. Regional policy is an 

essential tool for regulating the development of society, and payment of balance cohesion regions in 

standard of living. Essential for management regional development is the presence or anticipation of 

major resource insurance. Resource support of regional development is associated with material, 

labor and especially financial balances.  

Without we intended to make a critical analysis of the nature of regional development in various 

acquaintances of scientific approaches and countries associated with regional science is necessary to 

note that in English-Saxon scientific literature prevailing regional paradigm that is developing in 

different directions. Mostly the focus regional development is derived from Harshtorn (1939, 1948 

and 1976) which held that regional development is striving to gain complete knowledge territorial 

differentiation of the Earth and therefore different phenomena changing territorial only their 

territorial importance or in other words a their attitudes towards universal territorial differentiation. 

There is a growing claim that methods on regional development spatial (chronological) principle 

and category space is the light motive of each regional study. This is the reason we bring to the fore 

chronological by assuming three postulates of regional knowledge - teaching about the natural 

resources complex space concept and theory of management of regional development. In addition, 

regulatory decisions and managing territorial development should be sought in the skillful 

combining the resources of the state regulation by market mechanism. Regional policy depends on 

the legislative decisions regarding the type of administrative – territorial organization and division 

the country, local government and administration.  

In practice in Bulgaria regional development as a scientific field is relatively new. Its foundations 

are based on some European scientific schools and accumulate theoretical and practical experience 

of the most developed nation states. To a large extent do not have to justifying the legality of the 

current status and scientific organization of regional sciences. This can be the object of attention 

and scientific interpretation in separate article. So attention in investigations of this is aimed at 

removing some actuality trends based on logical analysis and chronological description. 

Regional development as a scientific field related to the state of territorial systems studied objects 

that represent a significant complexity each level-global, regional and local. It is therefore necessary 

to correct logic scientific ranking, which must use reasonable efforts to turn intuitive understanding 

in a clear fundamental and clear theoretical concept regional development. In this direction the 

output setting should be based on situation that every science uses basic concepts presented by 

terms. Save on basic concepts every scientific theory is based and obvious facts. In geographical 

sciences such facts that are known consisting of land and water over which is located air a certain 

gas content. These ordinary and too simple basic facts play in regional knowledge role similar to 

axioms in mathematics. The difference between them is locked in that the axioms in mathematics 

can be deduced general mathematical knowledge, and in a purely deductive time, while regional 

development is necessary to constantly supplement and collection new details and facts and 

information about them, analyzing and summarizing these facts to lessons results and accumulation 

of knowledge to complete the given stage study. The regional development builds and uses 
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analytical work axioms in logic and mathematics, new methods of informatics and others that are 

interpret analyzed facts. It is obvious that in different sciences extended up period dominated by the 

process of differentiation. Analogical process flows and regional development.  

Regional development internally differentiate to form a system of sciences, which include five 

subsystems: general regional studies (complex), history and geography (natural regional 

complexes), management of regional development (management and administration of public 

Area), regional economics and theories of regional development. Practically together with the 

process of differentiation of regional development is performed and another opposite process of 

integration aimed at union regional science to their internal theoretical entirety. This gives grounds 

to discover new scientific direction based on regional development, mainly in three areas: 1) geo-

ecological development, 2) geo-urbanization and urban governance and 3) strategic planning and 

forecasting of regional development. 

On the other hand, the integration of a fundamental science does not seek the destruction of its 

branches and directions, created in the process of differentiation. The aim is the unification of their 

general theoretical concepts. Otherwise regional development will lose its importance fundamental 

science and will become the peculiar collection of theoretical and applied studies in the field of 

management and administration. In general, integration and differentiation objective trends in each 

fundamental sciences. But unlike other sciences, these processes must be scientifically justified 

further and focus on one indisputable way.  

So as regional development emerged as a new scientific field tribute to socio-economic and 

geographical knowledge, which determines its borderline with natural and social sciences, which in 

turn sets the need for removal of methodological tools for spatial patterns and they need 

competition between socio-economic and the natural resource knowledge highlight territorial and 

spatial processes and phenomena. Regardless of this dichotomy one can accept that regional 

development itself is a science of spatial ratios developing territorial objects and spaces. In 

this light, it is necessary to assume that «regional development» is functional process related 

to our environment, and thus more clearly defining content spatial relation between the 

element off of the relevant territorial systems so a system and other geosystems located on a 

certain territory for they can be analyzed and monitored for the purpose of conducting 

certain policies on them. So these relations in purely regional focus operate between natural and 

social phenomena having territorial definiteness and regional significance in which they are given 

multiple effects.  

Trying to define additional problem area of regional development come to conclude that as an urban 

area is loaded it creates conditions for the implementation of a number of managerial and 

administrative measures related to management and operation of regional communities. To a large 

extent this may give reason to assume that regional development is a scientific field that is upgrade 

social management and social and geographical sciences. This allows us to seek practical and 

applied nature of regional development. Combining scientific instruments associated with the 

manifestations of the individual territory and measuring the state of the economy in the region or 

territorial community defines the scope of management measures and activities that called to 

achieve economically and politically active population with the aim of developments in the purely 

local and regional scale. At some this may intensify the scope of regional development and by 

imposing a series of other measures, including that administrative and legal towards optimizing 

division or spatial planning. In practice, the administrative-territorial changes associated with the 

merger, division or optimizing of administrative territorial units is a key mechanism for the 

effective functioning of management and the state that allows the construction of a modern and 

stable a country with a certain type of socio-economic system. One of the lead authors in terms of 
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administrative-territorial reforms Anthony Cheng admits that administrative reforms in the world 

can be perceived as «new Public Management «to regulate the processes of spatial development. 

This new approach related to the new public management is a critique of the traditional model of 

public administration based on the state bureaucracy and is expressed in the general failure of 

effective management of government territorial aspect far beyond the situation in which private 

interests or the interests of privileged groups dominate the public interest. «Cheng accepts the 

argument for more effective territorial structure of administrative structures so that they have high 

regional competences in order to be able to set priorities and to help local authorities to more 

effectively manage territorial communities. This opinion is supported by Kiyotaka Yokomichi. 

According to him, after decentralization, under the relevant laws of municipalities expected to carry 

out all the administrative work independently and under the principle of independent decision-

making and delegating responsibility. Jokovic assumed that a real devolution of management can 

make more focus on regional issues with goal emphasis on promoting the strengths of the regional 

specificities of each municipality or territorial community.  

Moreover, relying on knowledge of physical geography that is thoroughly comprehend and define 

the characteristics of the natural diversity geographic phenomena they receive impact of 

anthropogenic displayed regional differences and specifics as an important feature of the territorial 

system. Such an approach requires demand and more modern methodological approaches studying 

regional specifics and peculiarities in the territories of a country. So the foreground becomes 

especially important to obtain and analyze information natural environment and its components. 

This makes essential to develop new direction as «Geographic Information Systems (GIS). These 

new technology can be used for specific studies, resource management, regional and spatial 

planning, cartography and in more and more areas of life. Important for the development of GIS 

have some early developments in Europe, such as Swedish scientist Hagerstrand who in 1955 

examined the analytical potential spatial data by recording the location information and people 

associated with households. Use of systems for database management data is particularly important 

in the modern concepts of GIS as it allows integration of spatial and non-spatial data. This in turn 

gives boost the development of geo-urbanization and regional economy.  

Urbanization is an increase of urban population, but is conditioned by the development of industry 

and other urban activities. The urbanization process begins with the beginning of civilization, and 

the creation of cities, but intensified after the Industrial revolution and the use of new technologies 

in agriculture, which reduces the need for human labor, and the expansion of the service sector in 

the economy. Urbanization brings with it a whole host of problems, especially when it is expressed 

as a sudden large concentration of population in a relatively small area. Therefore, the need for 

special use of special measures and procedures to build and organization of towns and places of 

cities. The huge cities need special organized water supply, sanitation, supply of food and other 

groceries, electricity and telecommunications network. In addition, we should pay special attention 

to the quality of life in the city, including the fight against pollution, crime and other activities. This 

gives grounds regional development to focus on the problems of regionalism economy. This 

requires a special theoretical approach to territorial development, which requires three sets of 

problems. Firstly economies of scale inherent in a particular territory, secondly search of 

advantages arising from the proximity to other industries and thirdly urbanization effect, which 

results in an extremely strong development of urban villages, concentrating them in large masses of 

the population. This is related to the location within the business companies with sharing of 

financial and administrative services, infrastructure, and proximity to the market. So regional 

development becomes even more functional significance because it already covers economic 

development, industrial structure and infrastructure determine the territorial differences between 
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separate administrative territorial units and economic development and provides answers to many 

questions related to it.  

Additional focus on regional development science is a measurement of regional indicators such as: 

concentration of people of the area - businesses located in the territory - income per working hour, 

availability of developed industrial, industrial and social infrastructure, status of life, environmental 

conditions, etc. Most widespread and officially used indicators for the purposes of European 

regional policy are: GDP per capita and the unemployment rate, income per capita, inflation, the 

index of human development and others. Another popular indicator for measuring differences in 

individual sites is unemployment. Unemployment is one of the most serious problems of Europe. 

The differences stand out mainly between rural areas located in decline, peripheral areas and highly 

urbanized areas. The reasons for the lag in income are peripheral available, insufficient capital 

invested in production, insufficient infrastructure of enterprises and private households, as well as 

low total and qualification of the population. Of note is the fact that fast economic growth gap 

between the richest and poorest areas is reduced and a decrease in economic growth differences 

again increase. In this way regional development increased its focus and scope of the study, starting 

to form as a stable fundamental science solve problems of spatial development in its socio-

economic integrity.  

Of course, the application of this fundamental importance is the road that must learn to go with 

practically applicability and definition of various social dimensions and the ability to download 

socio-economic development. This largely has to return the focus to the study of another plane 

following the normal vision of combining natural component which influences in labor active 

population and the actual behavior of the demographic factor on the territorial development of 

different territorial communities. In a spatial connection with the above reasoning is whether it is 

legitimate to interpret physiographic environment even be already branded «natural» regional 

studies, assuming that the object of study of it is geosphere and its focus landscape it should be 

recognized that necessary to define specific definition for natural regional studies. By linking 

natural complex with its use and environmental protection, it certainly comes to common scientific 

postulates of the natural geography and environmental protection. In this direction can get even 

further as we assume that geo-ecology is set by the combination of natural geography and the 

environment, then the «natural regional studies» is called upon to perform specific management 

measures and approaches to rational use of natural resources and management of environment 

associated with its recovery and prevent the decline of territory by human activities. In this 

direction, «natural regional studies» can acquire a new dimension including policy and sustainable 

development which can launch a new scientific direction «geo-ecological development» as an 

upgrade over regional development and geo-ecology. This allows us to refer to Hagen (1979), who 

believes that dealing with the structure and interaction of two major systems: ecological, which 

unites man and his environment and spatial linking one area to another through a complex volume. 

This is largely S.Lavrov (1989) lays the foundation essence of the geo-ecology as a science of 

which can be defined and new scientific fields such as sustainable development.  

In practice, science and other regional groups and geographical sciences have an interdisciplinary 

character as interact very closely with other fundamental science or its affiliates. Therefore it can be 

assumed that any independent science from the regional scientific branch is interdisciplinary and 

intermediate and even fundamental, as long as its consistent theory and methodology. In case it 

comes to concrete research methods they can be borrowed from other sciences.The methods used 

by regional science and geo-ecology modified, adapted and enhanced to studies with their help site. 

The ruling bloc of regional sciences is more than positive because of the fact that regional 

development is particularly crucial element of the structure of management sciences.  
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No doubt in a methodical and organizational regional development in Bulgaria do not adapt enough 

successfully by world standards. In largely avoided Bulgarian scientific thought promoting the 

notion of regional development. To a large extent is regionalism now fits in the form of economic 

development, sometimes as economic geography or as management systems. In such cases, regional 

development, or more precisely, regional aspects fit into management and geographical sciences. 

This requires to pay attention to that regional development is connected with the study of a 

comprehensive plan of separate territories or regions drought ground surface based on 

developments in their socio-economic changes and management activities related to the state 

of human society.  

A once again be emphasized that regional paradigm is the core of management sciences. Nevertheless, 

in the past, and now the question arises where does the regional development in the system of 

administration and management, what is the subject of regional development, he replaced you social 

and natural sciences. Regional development by its nature is synthesized and localized addition of 

management, natural and social sciences. Regional development is not replaced them. As fundamental 

sciences including Physics, Biology and Geography are the bridge between nature and society and 

regional development is a kind of integrator between the two main blocks of management and 

geographical sciences. Regional development partially-coated objects for studying the subject of the 

study of natural and social sciences. The establishment of regional development and its methodology, 

specific tasks, methods and practical forms need above all the practice and application of social 

sciences. Here, however, it is not about creating mechanical mixtures, and for the characteristics 

contained in itself a logical combination of the most important features of their full commitment. 

Regional Development synthesizes specific, but different materials to countries and regions reveal their 

specificity and without exaggeration represents the very essence of geography without which it is 

deprived of the meaning of existence. From what has been said here already hardly raises doubt carve a 

block of theoretical regional disciplines. This is because regional development covers issues in their 

entirety. This does not mean that regional science cannot have their own theoretical generalizations, 

performances and principles. Theory of regional development summarizes various materials such as 

kind of contrast differentiation of regional development. Moreover regional development studied the 

objects of our environment and human society from different countries, different management sciences, 

and as a whole. The theoretical basis of regional development creates new stage of specific regional 

studies. It should not mix the concepts of regional studies, regionalization and regional development, 

despite the fact that between them have in common. To a considerable extent regional studies preceded 

regional development and regionalization is only a process of regional development. Without merge or 

identify the imposition of statistical and mapping methods, visual analysis and digital modeling can 

bring regional development of a new road of scientific and technological development and 

strengthening the foundation of regional science as leading scientific direction. 

Conclusion 

Presented structure of regional development is a grounded view. It does not have and cannot claim 

to be exhaustive. It’s necessary gather many opinions from foreign and domestic authors working 

on the problems of regional development, conceptualized by logic and vocabulary positions would 

lead significantly more accurate conceptual entities and promote the most appropriate in content 

and transcription terms. At the same time express the hope that with this approach and scientific 

alternative will find the beginning of a series of articles in ultimately, will promote regional 

development as a modern and scientifically backed science. 
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РЕГІОНАЛІСТИКА ДЛЯ ЕКОНОМІСТІВ: АКТУАЛІЗАЦІЯ ОСВІТНІХ 

КОМПЕТЕНЦІЙ 

 

Для територіальних господарських процесів, які реалізуються у сучасному 

економічному просторі, притаманними є закономірності, з описанням яких погано 

справляються економічні теорії, викладені у більшості вітчизняних підручників з 

регіональної економіки. Регіони вже давно перестали бути класичними об’єктами 

управління, «економічні райони» набули нового сенсу, а продуктивні сили вже ніхто не 

розміщує. Натомість відбувається вільний рух і розміщення капіталу на територіях, де 

створені відповідні умови, а регіони конкурують за можливість його залучення. Причому 

йдеться не тільки про виробничий і фінансовий капітал, але й про людський, інноваційний та 

інші його види, які виконують функцію драйверів розвитку. 

Сучасний регіон постійно перебуває у взаємодії з зовнішнім світом і змінюється разом 

із ним, що зосереджує увагу не стільки статичному стані його економіки, скільки на 

процесах внутрішньої динаміки і розвитку. З позицій постнекласичної раціональності 

об’єктом управління є не те, що існує, а те, що виникає, відповідно важливим постає не 

тільки потенціал і наявний ресурс території, а можливість актуалізувати його ефективне 

використання в сучасному економічному просторі, тобто перетворити у продуктивний 

капітал. 

Постнекласичний тип наукової раціональності визначає зрушення і в методології 

управління, яка опирається на загальну теорію систем. В управлінні відбувається перехід від 

парадигми «суб’єкт - об’єкт» до парадигми «суб’єкт - суб’єкт», що своєю чергою формує 

нові уявлення про базові види, механізми і моделі управління [1]. У контексті такої 

парадигми основні механізми управління пов’язані з впливами на активних суб’єктів: 

психологічні, економічні, організаційні, правові та ін. Найважливішою властивістю об’єктів 


